Measurement of lithium transport in RBC from psychiatric patients receiving lithium carbonate and normal individuals by 7Li NMR spectroscopy.
A reproducible 7Li nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) method, based on a modified inversion recovery (MIR) pulse sequence, was used to discriminate between intra- and extracellular lithium concentrations in red blood cell (RBC) suspensions. The rates of Na(+)-Li+ countertransport determined by the 7Li NMR method were significantly correlated with the measurements made by atomic absorption (AA) for 14 psychiatric patients receiving lithium carbonate (r = 0.937) and 14 normal individuals (r = 0.931). As expected, the rates of Na(+)-Li+ countertransport measured by MIR were significantly lower for the psychiatric patients receiving lithium carbonate than for normal individuals. The 7Li NMR method provides RBC Li+ countertransport information comparable to AA for psychiatric patients and normal individuals. A description of the advantages of the 7Li NMR method in contrast to the AA method, including the study of Li+ interactions with RBC components such as membrane proteins and anionic phospholipids, is included.